In the 5th Plenary Session of the Central Committee of PMLI ongoing Giovanni Scuderi, Party General Secretary, he said: "A holy alliance to imperialist born to fight and destroy the Islamic state which is opposed to imperialism. PMLI obviously can not be part. Our current position is next to who fight imperialism is the common enemy of all peoples of the world.

The Islamic State does not want that imperialism is the pattern of Iraq, Syria, the Middle East, North Africa and Central, Afghanistan and Yemen. Many least we want it, hence we cannot not support it."

He added: "Between us and the Islamic State there is an unbridgeable gap on the ideological, cultural, tactical and strategic levels, not partake of all methods of struggle, actions and goals.

But a key point unites us, that of the uncompromising struggle against imperialism.

It is a point that exceeds any other divergence time today. And it is the bolt made our anti-imperialist alliance."

A later said: "Italy's new leads Renzi is part of the imperialist alliance, is present in weapons in Iraq and Afghanistan and is ready to bomb to become the Islamic State in Iraq territory taken. Wait just having the counterparty which is therefore that of the guide dela military mission in Libya ... We must convince our people to refuse to make cannon fodder of Italian
imperialism. And if Italy's participation in a possible world war also rise in arms, if necessary, to stop it."

Press Office PMLI, October 11, 2015.